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Introduction
Just like the human condition, psychology has evolved and changed throughout time.

The perceptions and conclusions regarding mental health have shifted over time. According to
Merriam-Webster Dictionary Online, psychology is defined as "the mental or behavioral
characteristics typical of an individual or group or a particular form of behavior" (M-W.com,
2011). Although psychology is a relatively recent discipline, the phenomenon of observing and
analyzing human (and animal) behavior dates back much further than the formal development of
the science of psychology. And despite the notion of objectivity tied to a science, before, and
more importantly after the development of psychology, biases, and to greater extent falsities,
existed within the field. As Mary Henle so eloquently stated, " If we cling to our ignorance of
history, error crushed to earth, will rise again, and we will have to go on solving the same old
problems again and again" (Viney, 1993, p. 1). In order to draw as close as possible to this
metaphorical line of impartiality or objectivity, the examination of psychology ofthe past
becomes crucial. And, if psychologists acknowledge the pervasive power of society and its
beliefs, then they will be better equipped to identify and avoid these forces when they present in
the future.
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Another benefit of examining the pas~. is that the p~st can help psychologists to
understand current knowledge in their discipline. Although psychology is a distinct discipline, its
roots are deeply embedded in various areas, such as philosophy, medicine, history etc. As an
undergraduate student, I have repeatedly learned the importance ofbeing an "informed scholar."

In essence, in order to practice in your field, you must be aware of current research. But, there
was never as much of an emphasis on the past; the focus has always been forward. By looking
backward, psychologists can enhance their understanding of current and future knowledge.
Psychology, like any other discipline, has evolved over time. Some notions have stood the test of
time and thus survive, while others proved useless, inaccurate, and in some cases, inhumane.
This works seeks to identify the roots of current psychological thought and practice.
Upon examination of the trends of thought that existed among early societies, one may
notice that there are some commonalities that exist between various cultures and prominent
disciplines of thought. This is not to say that significant differences do not exist among the
various early societies, but that some of these commonalities are seen in contemporary
disciplines. For instance many of the philosophers or thinkers derived their opinions from
observation of themselves, other people in society and the world around them. The process of
forming explanations based on observation makes up the empirical bedrock of science.
To say that the roots of a science exist in early philosophical thought does not imply that
there is complete validity in the assumptions and explanations of the time. It only indicates that
without these observations, the science, itself, would not exist as we know it today or have
known it throughout history. Essentially, these early thinkers begot the gears of the metaphorical
machine of psychology and put these gears into motion. As time passed by, a variety ofthinkers
replaced and modified these figurative gears which eventually resulted in the contemporary
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discipline of psychology. Some of the early gears r~~ai~· in the present day machine, while many
have been tossed aside for newer and more empirical theories and explanations. But, if these
early thinkers whom hailed from all schools of thought had not spurred an interest and curiosity
regarding the workings of human behavior and the mind, then the basic foundations of
psychology and more broadly, science would not exist.
This is not to say that if the early thinkers had not established the foundations, then other
thinkers would not have done so. Someone had to begin the process, and it just so happened, to
our knowledge, to occur with these early societies. The drive for knowledge and advancement
categorizes the scientific disciplines of the present, and the early thinkers established this
appetite for knowledge that has permeated all ages from there on out, throughout time. Many of
the texts that consider the roots of science examine the early Greek philosophers, for they
contributed so much to current western society and thought. Even though many sciences may
derive from this society, which will be discussed, the current text will also consider the drive for
knowledge and the interest in the human mind and behavior from an eastern perspective, more
specifically early China. It is not the validity of the assumptions during early times, but, the
desire for progress and understanding that seemed to saturate this range of time in our history
that truly remains relevant. So, from here on, the text will seek tore-illustrate the construction of
that metaphorical machine of psychology. The gears or components of the machine will be
organized into to five distinct chapters: the importance of knowledge, the development of
science, perceptions of the mind, perceptions of emotions, and sensation and perception. This
will provide for a more vivid and understandable illustration.
Wayne Viney suggested that early societies that demonstrated an interest in
psychological phenomena were typically isolated geographically and "intellectually" (Viney,
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1993). This text will examine the pr,esence.. ofpsychology in early thought in two distinct regions,
China and Greece. Since the development of psychology as a discipline sprung mostly from
Western thought, it is also important to consider a non-Western society. The exploration of only
early Western societies would be redundant because they are the bedrock of most sciences today.
The demonstration of an interest in human behavior and thought in a non-Western early society
furthers the notion that psychology has roots beyond its formal establishment. Also, it provides
support for a common interest in human thought and behavior that not only spans across
geography, but, also spans across time.
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The quest for knowledge lay at the base of science and drives its distinguishing feature,

progress. The early philosophers' drive for knowledge benefitted modern society in two ways.
First of all, it passed down valuable information that has been modified and led to the
development of modem science. Secondly, it ignited an incessant appetite for knowledge within
the centuries that followed. But, examining the perception of knowledge rather than the
knowledge that they acquired emphasizes a completely different aspect of this quest for
knowledge. It points to why this quest began and its importance.
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Confucius was born in 551 B.C. and filled various occupations throughout his life. One
of which was his position as Prime Minister ofLu (Yu-lan, 1983a). After realizing the corruption
that existed within the political leadership of Lu, Confucius left his position and wandered about
with his disciples (Yu-lan, 1983a). His journey allowed him to make critical realizations that
would categorize his philosophy, one being education. He felt strongly about developing his
students through education. He believed in the education of everyone regardless of their social
rank which was evinced when he stated, "from him who has brought his simple present of dried
meat, seeking to enter my school, I have never withheld instruction." (Yu-lan, 1983a, p. 49). His
school of philosophy differed greatly from most others. He sought to educate his students so that
they may use their knowledge to benefit society, more specifically the political state. He did not
want them to become followers of a particular school of thought.
He realized the benefits that knowledge brought to life even though he refused to teach
any type of trade or craft (Yu-lan, 1983a). All of his students were expected to teach or hold
government positions. This illustrates Confucius' view regarding society. In order for a society
to be properly governed, its officials must have knowledge in a wide variety of areas. One reason
Confucius held education in such high regard is because it benefitted society and its political
leadership. He pointed out that every man is capable of becoming the chiin- tzu, the superior man
(Chan, 1963). This suggests that man has infinite potential that needs to be fostered. He accepted
men from various classes, and, he never discriminated on the basis of social rank. In fact, scholar
Wing-Tsit Chan, contributes the prominence ofhumanism in Chinese philosophy to Confucius
(Chan, 1963).
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The idea of humanism plays a key role in industri"al psychology. In the 1920's, Mayo and
his colleagues discovered that the consideration of people in the workplace produced better
results (Mckee, 2010). Rather, it was the case that if the employees felt that their employer cared
about them, then they worked harder. This study led to the development of the humanistic
movement, as opposed to "Taylorism," which focused on increasing production without any
concern for the human workers. The results of the Hawthorne studies suggested that employers
should focus on improving the human condition so as to improve productivity (Mckee, 2010). In
essence, an employer must develop their employee. Just as Confucius considered the individual
beyond the student, the Hawthorne studies, and more generally humanism, suggested that the
employer should consider the person beyond the worker. And, in order to nurture a person's
potential, Confucius felt that knowledge acted as the water that promoted the growth of the seed.
Confucius felt that education led to the development of morality and virtue (Yu-lan, 1983a).
Similar to the contrast between humanism and Taylorism, Confucius preferred a ruler who
governed with virtue rather than force. Knowledge led to the development of virtue and
morality, which in turn led to harmony within the state (Chan, 1963). Consideration of others is a
product of morality and virtue. So, Confucius felt that education positively benefitted society's
wellbeing, as well as the character of the individual. In fact, he discussed a hierarchy of people
based on knowledge. He gauged innate knowledge as the highest type followed by those who
study and then by those who work hard. Furthermore, the lowest types of individuals were those
who try but cannot learn. Not only was knowledge important to society but it held a direct impact
on a person's rank or worth, according to Confucius (Chan, 1963).
Confucius' constant push for learning and knowledge is similar to the drive for the
acquisition of knowledge that permeates all scientific disciplines. Confucius emphasized
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knowledge's connection to li, or proper behavior (Schwartz, 1985). In modern times, scientists
seek knowledge for its practicality and real word application. Although the application of
knowledge for Confucius was limited to politics, he still recognized its functionality.
Nonetheless, the incessant drive to learn more and acquire information, an identifying
characteristic of psychology, existed long before the formal development of science, and more
specifically psychology. Again, one can see the importance of knowledge in the writings of the
Great Learning. The Great Learning was originally part of the Book of Rites. But, brothers

Ch'eng Hao and Ch'eng I modified the order of the text (Chan, 1963). Chu Hsi also modified the
text and he claimed that the text had been passed down from the Confucian school (Chan, 1963).
Although there is no conclusive evidence to verify this claim, similarities do exist between the
Great Learning and Confucius' emphasis on learning. As previously noted, the goal of

knowledge in this text is more confmed than that of science, but, the Great Learning stressed that
an individual gains knowledge through the action of investigation. Chu Hsi stated that "If we
wish to extend our knowledge to the utmost, we must investigate the principles of all things we
come into contact with ... " (Chan, 1963, p.89). So, not unlike a scientist, one who wished to
begin a path to a moral and social life began with the acquisition of knowledge t~ough the
process of investigating the world around him or her.
In fact, the Later Mohist School considered the mind's ability to acquire knowledge the
determinant of human life. They offered the explanation that the absence of a knowing faculty
(the mind) constitutes death (Yu-lan, 1983a). This school of thought highlighted a distinction
between the capacity for knowledge acquisition and the possession of knowledge. It was the
potential to acquire knowledge that constitutes life rather than the type of knowledge that one
obtains (Yu-lan, 1983a). They considered one's capacity to gain knowledge as the primary factor
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in human life. This defmition of life ,is pretty extensi~e and exists in other schools of thought
throughout history. It allowed for a defmition of living that can be broadly applied to individuals
with varying levels of intellectual ability. Furthermore, the Later Mohists suggested that

possessing the capacity for knowledge without actually acquiring knowledge is considered
sleeping (Yu-lan, 1983a). More specifically, this interpretation of sleeping implied that
knowledge is dependent upon stimuli in the external environment. So, anyone in a state of
consciousness with functioning senses would be in a constant state of knowledge acquisition.
This school of thought also suggested that life results from both the body and the knowing
faculty (Yu-lan, 1983a). But, only the absence of a learning faculty constitutes death.
Interestingly this definition of death suggests that the Later Mohists supported dualism in the
mind-body debate. If the mind can act separately from the body, then it cannot be explained by
physical phenomena. In addition, this notion, specifically, implied that the abilities of the mind
occupy a position superior to the functions of the body. For the mind was directly associated
with the absence of life. If Descartes concluded that his ability to think shared a direct and causal
relationship with his existence, then why could not the Late Mohist School have drawn a similar
conclusion?
This school of thought did differentiate between two types of knowledge, mind
knowledge and sensory knowledge (Yu-lan, 1983a). So, the process of sensation occurred in all
humans but there was also a higher level of knowledge that required cognitive functioning. This
is likely the type of knowledge of which Confucius spoke. Interestingly, this philosophy aligned,
somewhat, with Confucius' perspective of knowledge. Everyone living human has the ability to
gain knowledge which is why Confucius never turned any students away. At the lowest level of
existence, an individual who possesses the ability to acquire knowledge is alive, as suggested by
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the Later Mohists. To further this notio~, an in,dividua'i can .only actualize his potential by
acquiring knowledge. So, by combining these two concepts, an obvious distinction emerges
between merely living and living to one' s potential. And, knowledge acts as the line of
distinction.
Up until this point, all of the examples discussed have emphasized the significance of
knowledge. But, there were schools of thought that did not consider knowledge to be beneficial.
In some cases, knowledge only produced adverse results. P 'eng Meng, a believer in the School
of the Tao (way) followed five points. One of these five points denounced knowledge and urged
everyone to do away with it (Yu-lan, 1983a). He noted that a person must be one with nature and
must not distinguish himself. Because knowledge involved the classification and distinction of
individual objects, it separated the person from his unity with nature. A person must be
indifferent, impartial and allow spontaneity to direct his path. According to this school of
thought, knowledge allows a person to create distinctions between himself and those things of
nature which is contrary to the notion of harmony (Yu-lan, 1983a).

Early Greece

In the various schools of thought among the early Greeks, many opinions existed
regarding the role of knowledge and its value. In some instances, knowledge shared a connection
with divine beings. So, knowledge, more specifically true knowledge, carried a supernatural
association. According to Xenophanes, the gods did not disclose all things to men (Guthrie,
1962). Men must search for knowledge of these things. His idea highlighted the need for an
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internal search over time. It is probable that the association between knowledge and the gods
accounted for the drive for knowledge that existed during this time. But, it is important to note
that one did not acquire knowledge as the result of divine intervention (Guthrie, 1962). Although
gods possessed full knowledge, man could primarily acquire knowledge through human effort, as
evinced in the myth of Prometheus. According to Greek mythology, a Titan, Prometheus, stole
fire from Zeus and gave it to humans (Raggio, 1958). Interestingly, the gods actively sought to
keep fire and all of its capabilities from humans. Prometheus' name translates to ' forethought.'
Thus, his actions taught the humans to remain prepared and to use their own minds.
Symbolically, the fire represented knowledge. Before Prometheus stole fire, mankind lived in
darkness or ignorance. By introducing humans to fire, he presented them with knowledge. The
fire depicted technology and the potential for progress. It demonstrated the malleability of nature
and it resources, and, the benefits it could provide to society. Ultimately, the gods possessed
knowledge of the world and it was man's mission to discover this knowledge in order to live a
more fulfilling life.
Heraclitus also felt that the gods possessed an exhaustive knowledge of things. He
explained that the knowledge of men was miniscule when compared to the knowledge of the
gods. Moreover, he described the knowledge of the gods as fact, whereas, he believed the
knowledge of men to be only opinions. And he considered the opinions of man to be 'children's
playthings' (Guthrie, 1962, p. 412). Regarding the things in the universe, Heraclitus believed that
all sensible objects are perpetually in motion. This concept is referred to as the Heraclitean
Doctrine ofFlux (Guthrie, 1962). The physical world is always changing. Heraclitus stated,
"You cannot step in the same river twice" (Guthrie, 1962, p.450). What someone knew of an
object yesterday does not reign true today. And because of this, knowledge of anything in the
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world is impossible. Plato's theory of~he forms

indi~at'e;·that he too believed that knowledge of

objects in the external environment was impossible (Guthrie, 1962). But, Plato's appetite for
knowledge would not allow him to surrender to the implications of the Doctrine of Flux. So, in
order to provide a purpose for knowledge, Plato introduced his doctrine of the transcendent
forms. The natural order ofthe universe subjected the objects of the sensible world to incessant
change (Plato, 2006). In order for something to be known, its features must remain the same
because the objects are known by their distinguishing features. So, in order to gain knowledge of
an object, the object must remain static. Plato recognized that the sensible world could not be
steadfast, so he determined that all of the objects in the perceptible world were based on static
forms (Plato, 2006). And, items in the sensible world were mere representations of the forms .
Because the forms never changed, the only way to obtain true knowledge was by knowing the
forms.
In the Republic, Plato (2006) illustrated the Theory of the forms when he described
Socrates' explanation of the "Allegory of the Caves." Socrates described men chained so that
their feet and necks could not move. From birth, these men remained chained within a den. The
mouth of the den led to the light. Behind the men, a fire remained perpetually ablaze; between
the men and this fire, a raised way stood behind and above the men. As people and objects
passed by the fire, they projected shadows on the wall which was located directly in front of the
chained men. Because their heads were bound, the prisoners could only see the shadows casted
by these items. Also, the cave had an echo. So, when people passed by and the prisoners heard
the voices of these people, the prisoners would assume the voices came from the shadows. In
addition, the prisoners would assume that the shadows of objects were the objects. For instance,
the prisoners would call the shadow of a book a book instead of the real book. Socrates then
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described a prisoner' s experience if he had b11en rele~sed from the cave. He stated that the
prisoner would be unable to discern the objects of the world because his eyes needed to adjust to
the sun. And, if the prisoner looked into the sun, then his eyes would hurt. And, when someone
told the prisoner that all he had believed was false, the prisoner would be confused and still cling
to his old ways. But, if the man gradually adjusted to the light, then he would accept the new
objects. The prisoner would first need to look at the shadows of an object, then its reflections in
water, and finally the object, itself (Plato, 2006).
In Socrates' allegory, the cave represents the concrete manner of knowing. According to
Socrates, this type of knowing was inferior to the abstract type (Murphy, 1968). The darkness of
the cave represents the ignorance of this type of knowing. The shadows depict the imitations of
the actual forms. The shadows imitate an actual object, but, they are not the object. This is
similar to the concrete type of knowing in the sense that it assumes that the objects that an
individual immediately senses are the actual objects. Also, the objects illuminated by the sun
illustrate the second type of knowing, abstract knowledge. The light signifies a release from
ignorance and a true understanding of the forms, an epiphany. The gradual transition from the
dark cave to the sun portrays the shift from concrete knowing to abstract knowing. Ultimately,
there existed two manners in which to view objects in the external environment. One was to view
the stimuli as the true object, while the other way was to consider these objects as imitations of
an ideal concept. And, only the latter represented true knowledge.
Socrates also suggested that knowledge of sensible objects was not attainable. He
believed that knowledge was an innate part of a person's soul (Robinson, 1976). He did not
believe in the traditional notion of learning. He did not view learning as an acquisition of
information from an external source. His theory explained that the knowledge already existed
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within the individual. He described knowledge
as re~i~·cence (Robinson, 1976). In order to
,
learn, an individual must uncover the innate knowledge that he possesses from birth. Plato
exemplified Socrates' position on knowledge in his work Me no (Robinson, 1976). In a dialogue
between Meno and Socrates, Meno posed Socrates with a paradox concerning the acquisition of
knowledge. He posited that an inquiry of anything is impossible. His argument explained that an
ignorant person would not know if he had discovered the solution to his inquiry, so he would
never learn or obtain knowledge. And, if he did know when he found the solution, then he would
have knowledge of it and would not make the initial inquiry from the start.
In response to this paradox, Socrates asked Meno's uneducated boy servant a series of
geometric questions. After a while, the slave apprehended the Pythagorean Theorem. Socrates
did not teach the servant, he guided him from one conclusion to another until he frnally
understood. Socrates did not instill new information; he helped the slave to uncover the
knowledge that he already possessed (Robinson, 1976). Socrates emphasized dialectics as a
means to recollect this information (Robinson, 1976). Therefore, he discarded the idea of
knowledge through experience. Again, experiences derived from the sensible world do not
constitute knowledge. Socrates' association between the soul and knowledge indicated the
importance of knowledge in his philosophy. If knowledge is innate, then it almost seems that it is
an individual's purpose to uncover it. Furthermore, Socrates noted that a direct connection
existed between self-knowledge and virtue (Viney, 1993). So, as one gained knowledge, he
became more virtuous. Socrates concluded that virtue led to the practice of socially acceptable
behaviors which resulted in the advancement of society. In particular, these virtues also
contribute to good political leadership. If all humans contain the potential to better society, then
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it is no wonder that the discovery of this inn~te knowledge ·occupied such a prominent role in
Socrates' philosophy.
Although Aristotle was Plato's student, he denounced the forms (Robinson, 1976).
Furthermore, he felt that the senses and the external world did provide knowledge. Unlike Plato
and Socrates, he believed that the information derived from the senses resulted in true
knowledge. One reason for this opinion may have been his interest in studying universal
phenomena (Robinson, 1976). If he accepted the theory of the forms, then his studies involving
anatomy, biology, and astronomy would have been considered impractical. His desire to explain
the world around him demonstrated the practical application of knowledge according to his
theory. It allowed him to form conclusions about the world around him based on what his senses
perceived. His theory not only played a significant role in his quest for knowledge, but, it
represented a significant schism regarding the acquisition of knowledge. Many scholarly texts
refer to Aristotle as the first empiricist (Robinson, 1976). He drew his conclusions based on
empirical evidence which is why he rejected the forms.
Furthermore, Aristotle took a position that mirrored the ideas of John Locke, a
seventeenth-century philosopher. Aristotle embraced the assumptions of the notion known as the
tabula raza. Man is not born with innate knowledge (Robinson, 1976). Rather, he is a tabula
raza, or a blank slate at the time of birth which stand in direct opposition to Socrates' view of

knowledge. All ofhis knowledge acquisition depends on an interaction with the external
environment. He emphasized the difference between the actual and the potential. Man does not
possess knowledge at birth, but, he does contain the potential to acquire knowledge at birth. So,
the only way to achieve any knowledge is through learning. In his text, On Memory and
Reminiscence, Aristotle described the manner in which a person obtains knowledge. Aristotle' s
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position resembled a type of conditioning, thu~ foreshado~ihg B.F. Skinner's behaviorism
(Robinson, 1976). According to Aristotle's structure ofthe soul, information from the common
sensorium also constituted memory (Leahey, 1980). He suggested that learning occurs through

repetition and this repetition eventually creates and strengthens memories. Repeated sensations
produce a memory that can be recalled without the presence of the original stimuli. Thus, the
memory can recreate a similar image.
At this point, the individual contains knowledge, internally, but, the external environment
prompted the original acquisition. Also, in order to gain knowledge of an object, the object must
contain features that agree with the mind's manner of knowing. Aristotle listed ten features that
embody this manner of knowing: substance, quality, quantity, relation, place, time, position,
state, action, and affection (Robinson, 1976). More specifically, these features are categories of

knowledge. In order for an individual to perceive an object, the object must contain features
according to these categories so that the individual can classify it. Aristotle proposed this method
of knowing in order to address the changing universe, so, that he could capture truths about
objects that existed in an environment constituted by change (Robinson, 1976). This break from
his predecessors created the basic assumptions that form the modem scientific approaches.
Ultimately, Aristotle' s theory has stood up against the test oftime and stands firm in modem
science. Not only was his perception of knowledge vital to his own inquiries, but it remains
important in current scientific investigation.
Two theories of human development prevailed in the times of the early Greek
philosophers (Guthrie, 1962). One depicted the path of mankind as a process of declension. So,
the current state of humanity represented an inferior race of humans in comparison to its
predecessors. The first people emulated perfection, and each succeeding generation of people
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became further and further from perfection,(Guthrie: 1962). A similar concept also exists in
Christianity. Adam lived to almost a full millennium before he died, and each succeeding
generation lived less. According to the Jehovah's witnesses, Adam and Eve allowed sin and
death to enter the world when they ate from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil (Why Does
God Permit Suffering, 2001 ). God created Adam and Eve in his image and he was considered
perfect. But, because they sinned, Adam and Eve passed on the original sin rather than
perfection. Thus, each generation grew further from perfection. Similarly this theory implies that
the acquisition of knowledge in order to better mankind is futile because each generation grows
less and less complex. Also, its similarities with religion highlight its supernatural rather than
empirical derivation.
The second theory embraced the exact opposite assumptions of the first. According to
this theory, man, in his earliest state, did not differ much from wild animals (Guthrie, 1962). He
was violent and ignorant. As time passed, these men, and their offspring, learned from harsh
experiences. This allowed them to develop morally and increase their quality of life. Although
less complex, this concept resembles the theory of evolution according to modern biology. As
time progressed, man became more advanced and embraced those abilities that facilitated
survival. Also, this concept illustrated the progressive nature of the acquisition of knowledge.
Biological improvements are passed on as well as valuable empirical information. It allowed
humans to make advancements in the arts of building, weaving, domestication of animals, and
agriculture. By the fifth century A.D., this theory became much more prominent than the first
(Guthrie, 1962). Whereas the first theory rendered knowledge useless, the second theory
illustrates the benefits to society that stem from knowledge. Chronologically tracking the
opinions of knowledge from one Greek philosopher to the next reveals a conspicuous shift from
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a mystical concept of the universe to ~heorie.s 'based ori empiricism. This shift in perspective has
allowed successive thinkers to gather information about the world and its phenomena.

Common Themes: East Meets West

Within both societies, knowledge played a vital role in proper or good
government and behavior. In fact, Confucius' philosophical embarkation derived from his
disgust with the corruption of the Lu government. He believed that by helping a person gain
knowledge the individual would be able to use it as a tool to better the political state (Yu-lan,
1983a). Additionally, he did not promote the acquisition of knowledge for scholarly purposes.
The acquisition of knowledge initiated the development of virtue and morality which produced
an individual that strived for political harmony. So, knowledge directly prompted the creation of
a moral individual and indirectly generated the origination of a political leader. Socrates also
espoused a similar process (Viney, 1993). Ignorance caused a person to engage in evil, a person
did not willingly or knowingly involve himself in evil activities (Viney, 1993). One can avoid
evilness by uncovering his innate knowledge which shared a direct and causal relationship with
virtue. The emergence of virtue allowed the person to better society (Viney, 1993). Both
philosophers realized the instrumentality of knowledge in human society and in governance,
which is likely one reason for its emphasis throughout history.
As previously mentioned, the Later Mohists described two types of knowledge. One type
derived from external stimuli while the other drew conclusions about the external stimuli and
formulated an understanding of them (Yu-lan, 1983a). Aristotle also noted that knowledge
originated with senses and the information they provide (Robinson, 1976). Other philosophers,
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such as Plato, Socrates, and Heracl}tus did 'not sh~~ fus-view. According to Heraclitus,
knowledge of the world is insurmountable because the objects of the world constantly change
Guthrie, 1962). Therefore, an individual can never have true ofthe world because the stimuli are
in a constant state of flux. Plato and Socrates also believed that knowledge of items in the world
was not true knowledge (Plato, 2006). In order to access true knowledge, one must understand
the forms, or ideal concepts of things. Another Chinese philosopher, P'eng Meng indicated that
knowledge of those things in the world inhibit the ultimate goal ofthe School of the Tao, unity
with the universe Yu-lan, 1983a). This debate regarding the nature of knowledge marks a critical
point in the development of psychology. If the belief that knowledge of the universe is futile had
overpowered its antithesis, then psychology and modern science as we know it would not exist.
Thus, inquiries about knowledge play a dual role. One question regarded whether or not
acquisition of knowledge was even possible. And if this was true, then second question asked
how could knowledge be beneficial to society? Following the path paved by Aristotle and the
Later Mohists, modern science answers yes to both inquiries.
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Early China

A s with many early cultures, gods, or supernatural forces, were accredited with

universal phenomena. Fung Yulan attributed the lack of a formal system of science to the focus
of early Chinese philosophy. He noted that there has always been more concern for the morality
of the human rather than the abilities a human possesses, such as intellectual competence (YuIan, 1983a). Due to the lack of curiosity regarding these abilities, the Chinese did not develop a
formal system of science like that ofthe West (Yu-lan, 1983a). Despite this focus, Chinese
philosophical writings do contain conclusions about the universe that are now backed by current
scientific evidence.
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As previously mentioned, trace.s of m9dern s~ien~~· are evinced in the philosophical
writings of early China. Many of these philosophers observed their natural surroundings and
drew conclusions from their observations. It could be said that this process, alone, is the bedrock
of modern science. Currently, scientists obtain information and develop theories through the
scientific method. According to Merriam Webster Online, the scientific method involves the
development of a problem or question, data collection via observation and experimentation (MW.com, 2011). Although the scientific method did not exist formally in the days of these early
philosophers, they still employed some of the steps that comprise it. Mo Tzu expressed that there
are three standards to explaining a doctrine: basis, verifiability, and application (Yu-lan, 1983a).
Essentially, these three standards boiled down to the observation of a theory in a real world
scenario. The standard of verifiability was satisfied if and when others could attest to the validity
ofthe doctrine (Yu-lan, 1983a). Through the use ofthe sight and hearing faculties one could
verify a doctrine. In fact, this approach exactly matches the requirements of empiricism. Finally,
the last standard is whether or not the doctrine is beneficial to humanity. Modern science utilizes
an empirical approach and much modern research pursues information that is applicable and
helpful to society.
Also science, a formal system, allows for classification and organization. When asked
how he would help to resolve the disorder of his time, Confucius answered by stating that he
would provide a resolution through the "Rectification of Names" (Yu-lan, 1983a). According to
this concept, when people stopped performing the duties associated with their title or position,
then, disorder ensued. The assumption behind the "Rectification of Names" is similar to the
natural order. If someone or something interrupts the natural order, then, there is chaos (Yu-lan,
1983a ). For example, it is all ofthe biotic and abiotic components working in a certain order that
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maintain the survival of an ecosyste,m (Jm;gensen, 2009 ). If, for some reason, one component
does not perform its function properly or does not function at all, then this could threaten the
existence of the ecosystem and all of its components. In the United States, the "dead zone" in the
Gulf of Mexico is increasing in size due to the run-off of fertilizers from the Mississippi River
into the gulf (Withgott & Brennan, 2007). These fertilizers push the process of eutrophication
into motion which results in the death of marine life through suffocation due to a lack of oxygen
in the area; hence, the name "dead zone." Confucius noted that if everyone was aware of their
function, which was assigned through the Rectification ofNames, then harmony would be the
ultimate product. Furthermore, each name depicted the essence of an individual. It was within a
person's nature to perform the functions associated with the name, just as all organisms must
perform certain functions that are associated with their species. This promotes survival at all
levels. Although Confucius was referencing the political structure in his "Rectification of
Names," the concept can be universally applied to the natural order of the world.
During the Period of Disunity in China (the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D.), Chi-tsang wrote
about the "Seven Schools" in his Chung-kuan-lun Su. Within this text, he spoke of the School of
Matter, which is the third ofthe "Seven Schools." He discussed a theory of matter in which
everything is composed of small and invisible matter (Yu-lan, 1983b). This convergence of
invisible matter created visible matter. Chi-tsang also referred to the visible matter as empty and
to the invisible matter as not empty (Yu-lan, 1983b). In discussing Chi-tsang's writing, Fung YuLan suggested that this theory on matter is very similar to the current theories on matter. For
instance, the small, invisible matter, could equate with atoms, especially because atoms make up
all matter within the universe. He further explained that visible matter may be referred to as
empty because it is not absolute. Essentially, because visible matter is dependent on invisible
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matter (atoms) for its existence, then it is copsidered e~;ty (Yu-lan, 1983b). On the other hand,
atoms have a more stable composition, i.e. protons, neutrons, and nucleus, which makes them
"not empty." Although, this time period lacked the necessary tools, its great thinkers scratched
the surface of phenomena beyond their time.
Just like the predictable composition of an atom, many universal happenings adhere to a
set of rules or patterns. At the very least, these natural occurrences demonstrate an identifiable
pattern. The known composition of atoms and their properties allows chemists to predict
chemical reactions based on past experimentation. In addition, the laws of physics allow for
construction of large scale buildings. Because engineers can safely assume that gravity will be
9.8 m/s2, then militaries can predict the trajectory of missiles. But, before lab coats, sky scrapers,
and missiles, early philosophers identified some of these patterns of nature. Hstin Tzu recognized
the reliability of various activities within the universe (Yu-lan, 1983a). He pointed to the
alternating sun and moon and the succession of the seasons as evidence. Additionally, there are
suggestions that the Chuang-tzu influenced his view of the universe. The Chuang-tzu described
the activities of universal bodies as "a mechanical arrangement" (Yu-lan, 1983a). Therefore, this
text equated universal activity to that of a machine. Machine construction depends greatly on
science, and, more specifically, the predictability of its theories. So, to describe the universe as a
machine not only confirms a predictable, pattern-like, nature, but, also suggests a scientific basis
for universal phenomena. More specifically, Hstin Tzu did not write off universal phenomena as
the will of the gods, he concluded that these phenomena could be explained and understood by
humans.
Modern science allows humans to harness the resources and capabilities of their
envirorunent and use these resources for technological advancement. Again, it is the
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predictability of nature and its adheren~e to SP.ecific l~w; t~at allow scientists to do this . Not only
..

did Hsiin Tzu recognize the mechanical qualities of the universe, but, he realized that humans
could take advantage of these qualities. He suggested that humans should take an active role in
the natural order of the universe rather than a passive one (Chan, 1963). If a person only sought
nature for its beauty, then he or she failed to recognize the true value of it. But, ifhe or she
transformed these resources, then that person discovered nature's true value. Hsiin Tzu noted that
figures of royalty would not find pearls and jade valuable if they lacked polish. Also, he stated
that a fire's glow would not be very bright, if it was not gathered together (Chan, 1963). Both of
these examples require human intervention to produce a desired result. It is the glittering surfaces
of the stone and the luminous quality of the fue that human beings value. Because these
resources have the ability to transform into a variety of final states, it is the process of
transformation that gives value.
Although, constant debate currently exists regarding the effects of technology on the
environment, this really may be a debate of excessiveness. This may be so because even animals
modify nature to improve their quality of life. Nonetheless, Hsiin Tzu understood the
technological potential of nature and the universe. Wing-tsit Chan reasons that Hsiin Tzu's
understanding of nature could have initiated the development of a natural system of science if it
were not for the prevailing doctrines ofthe time (Chan, 1963). The quote below perfectly
illustrates Hsiin Tzu's opinion of nature:
Instead of regarding Heaven as great and admiring it, Why not foster it as
a thing and regulate it? Instead of obeying Heaven and singing praise to it,
Why not control the Mandate of Heaven and use it? Instead of looking on
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the seasons and waiting for the~,' Why ~ot r~spond to them and make use
ofthem? (Chan, 1964, p.l22).
Despite the absence of a formal science system, the early Chinese made impressive
observations about the universe that have emerged in modem science and its process of
development.

Early Greece

The philosophical and empirical discoveries of the early Greeks directly contributed to
the development of various modem scientific disciplines such as medicine, physics and
astronomy. The Hippocratic Oath, as well as the Pythagorean Theorem, can be traced back to
this society. One major contributor to the medical discipline was Alcmaeon (Viney, 1980). He
lived slightly before the better known physician, Hippocrates. Nonetheless, his work became
critical in tmderstanding the physiological nature of the human body. He specifically emphasized
empiricism in his studies. He practiced dissection which allowed him to directly observe the
body's various systems (Viney, 1980). Additionally, he concluded that the brain acted as the
harborage for thought. He also created a theory based on the notion of homeostasis. His theory
emphasized the body's need for balance between opposing processes. Some of the opposites he
discussed were hot and cold, wet and dry, and sweetness and bitterness (Viney, 1980). According
to his theory, if any one of these extremes overpowers the other, then death occurs. Alcmaeon's
discoveries contributed to medicine's current information regarding anatomy and physiology.
And the stress he placed on empiricism remains the potent and unchanging foundation for all
scientific disciplines.
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Hippocrates also described a theory of health 'th~t -~dvocated harmony (Viney, 1980). At
times, Hippocrates has been referred to as the Father of Medicine. Interestingly, many of his
conclusions related closely to those of Alcmaeon. So, an analysis of the similarities and
differences between Alcmaeon's and Hippocrates' theories of health briefly illustrates the
development of medicine. It provides a miniscule excerpt that exemplifies the process of
evolution that has taken place in medicine and science for thousands of years. The theory
supported by Hippocrates and his followers included four elements, fire, earth, air, and water
(Viney, 1980). Each element corresponded with one of the four humors: black bile, yellow bile,
blood, and phlegm. Today, no consensus exists regarding which element corresponded with
which humor. Nonetheless, sickness occurred when the four humors were in a state of
imbalance. The observable symptoms of illness seemed to support his theory. For instance, an
excess of mucus suggested that the phlegm humor had overpowered the others, thus, producing
imbalance.
Not only did Hippocrates make major contributions to medicine, but his work marks a
significant shift in the perspective of mental illness (Viney, 1980). He was the first to create a
classification system of emotional disorders. This is not to say that no other individual treated
mental illness empirically. But, Hippocrates recognized that the empirical approach he applied to
physiological illness could also apply to mental illness. He removed the superstitious and divine
elements that had been frequently associated with mental disorders and replaced them with
empirical psychological explanations. For instance, he referred to epilepsy as a natural illness
that stemmed from the brain (Viney, 1980). This also represents a major milestone for science in
general because Hippocrates strongly adhered to an empirical approach. Nothing could be
explained if it could not be observed. The determined emphasis he placed on empiricism may
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account, at least partially, for its perrp.eating presence in science today. So, thanks to
Hippocrates, Alcmaeon, and many others for beginning the process that led to the modern
notions ofhomeostasis and mental illness.
The Greek thinkers did not limit their observations to the human body and mind; they
also looked outward to the natural phenomena of the earth and the cosmos. This society
welcomed a shift in thought that also modified the -perception ofthe cosmos. Vernant (1983)
suggested that the shift was toward a more secular way of life rather than religious or spiritual.
Initially, a spiritual association pervaded the previous conceptions ofthe earth and the universe.
For example, Hesiod believed that a multitude of roots comprised the earth and these roots
extended from a large jar (V ernant, 1983). Within the jar, chaos ensued. According to
mythology, Zeus has sealed the jar for eternity once he had become ruler of the cosmos. The
story particularly cited ajar because the Greeks' ancestors would place fruits and human remains
injars and bury them in the earth. This conception of the earth denoted a purely mystic view of
the world. The notion had no basis in observation and it was just an organized illustration of the
earth based on myth and tradition. Again, the perception of the earth before the upcoming,
radical shift, stemmed strictly from spirituality rather than empiricism.
Along with the shift toward secularism, the Greek thinkers, particularly the Ionian
physicists, introduced concepts that would challenge the prior beliefs about the universe
(V ernant, 1983). The most revolutionary concept was a cosmological conception that completely

eliminated any spiritual affiliations. Although it was not until Copernicus' time that the
suggestion for heliocentricity arose, Anaximander presented a number of ideas that were as
equally as radical. He contributed the immobility of the earth to the location of other celestial
bodies in the universe (Vernant, 1983). The earth was equidistant from all of the celestial bodies.
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Because the earth was in the center, it had .n o reason. to niove or adjust. It is not clear whether
Anaximander contributed the earth's tendency toward symmetry to a particular force, but it
seems to be hinting at some type of gravitational force. Anaximander also acknowledged the
reversible nature of relationships in space. In addition, it is also unclear whether the other bodies'
have any role in maintaining the equal distances. If so, this may be a foreshadowing ofNewton's
Law of Universal Gravitation. At the very least, Anaximander did in fact provide a spherical
layout of the universe. Not only did this concept set the stage for the future discovery of the
elliptical layout, but, it supported a geometrical concept of space as opposed to a mythical one.
Aside from large celestial bodies, the inquiries of the Greek thinkers extended to
miniscule, unobservable particles. The Materialists ' inquisitive natures led them to question what
constituted everything in the universe. The most noted advocates of this movement were
Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus. Their reductionist approach drove them to hypothesize
about the elements of nature. Interestingly, many components of their theory have been
conflimed by modern technology, especially the basic premise. Sources indicate that Leucippus
was the first to suggest atoms as the elements of nature (Wilson, 2008). Adding to this
suggestion, Democritus explained that atoms represent the building blocks of life; everything
could be explained in terms of these imperceptible particles (Murphy, 1968). Although the
Materialists could not directly observe atoms, they did use indirect evidence to support the
existence of atoms. For instance, Lucretius referred to erosion as evidence for the Materialist
notion of atoms (Wilson, 2008). Even though erosion clearly occurs, the process cannot be
perceived by the human eye. Thus, the gradual attrition must occur in such a small amount at a
time that the human eye cannot detect it. This example emphasizes the composite-like
constitution of nature. Additionally, it demonstrates the imperceptible size of the elements of
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nature. Through reason, Epicurus copcluded'that ato~s must be indestructible. His argument
followed the idea that if everything could be broken down, then nothing would exist (Wilson,
2008). So, there must be some indestructible building blocks that constitute everything in
existence.
Although the modern scientific concepts were derived most directly from the inquiries
and discoveries of the early Greek thinkers, it is interesting to examine the theories of other
societies. The similarities that exist between concepts of various societies, as well as their
determination to understand the world about them, demonstrate a universal human interest. For
instance, both Chinese and Greek philosophers hypothesized about small, unobservable particles
that comprise all things in the world. This similarity is impressive because neither society
possessed the technology to verify their hypotheses but, nonetheless, they made correct
conclusions. It is difficult not to romanticize the capacities of the early thinkers, but, even when
the rose colored glasses are removed, no one can take away from the magnitude of their
discoveries regardless of the location.
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Early China

In many ofthe schools of thought of the early Chinese, the mind possessed a purpose
that usually played a part in achieving a higher state of consciousness. From birth, the mind had
a function beyond its occupation in the physiological workings of the body. In Mencius' school
of Confucianism, man's ability to govern others, essentially the creation of government,
stemmed from the mind (Yu-lan, 1983a). The mind contained the ability to empathize which
provided man with ability to treat other men humanely. Mencius stated, "All men have a mind
which cannot bear (to see the suffering of) others" (Yu-lan, 1983a, p. 119). He described a king
who could not allow an ox to be sacrificed because the animal seemed frightened. If each man
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submitted to the empathetic nature of his ~.ihd,
>

th~n ail.~en could live in harmony. Furthermore,

o'

a ruler that adheres to this natural instinct will treat his subjects well, thus, resulting in a well
governed society. It is interesting that Mencius specifically mentioned humans in his conclusion.

He may have realized that something in the minds of humans separated them from all other
organisms. So, this particular function of the mind acted as a distinguishing feature of mankind.
Author Fung Yu-Lan also drew a similar supposition. In discussing Mencius' idea that
the minds of men have an empathetic nature, he concluded that this alluded to the idea that the
nature of man is good (Yu-lan, 1983a). Upon examining this suggestion, it is difficult to ignore
the apparent association made between the mind and the nature of man. As seen in many areas of
philosophy, the mind may have qualified as a factor or determinant in existence. Mencius further
added to this explanation when he said that an individual who lacks commiseration is not a man
(Yu-lan, 1983a). So, at the very least, this statement highlights the essential purpose
commiseration (a function of the brain) performed in human existence. Ch'en Li noted that
man's nature is not completely good, but, that man has all the potential to be.good due to the four
beginnings (Yu-lan, 1983a). Ultimately, man's nature leans toward good; he is hardwired to live
a life of goodness. One beginning is conuniseration. Another is morality and the last two are the
feeling of modesty and yielding. It is the development of these beginnings that defines the
existence of man. And, it is through the use of the mind that one may develop these beginnings.
Mencius referred to the mind as a bestowal from Heaven (Yu-lan, 1983a). In addition to
its role in goodness, the mind also held a divine connotation. According to Mencius, man
contained two portions, one inferior to other. The senses were considered the lesser part of man.
The senses distorted and led the individual astray. The senses inhibited man's ability to develop
the four begimtings (Yu-lan, 1983a). The senses were what man shared in common with other
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animals. But, what differentiated man fr?m oth,e'r animals ~as his ability to think (Yu-lan,
.
l983a). And, if man took advantage of the greater part of himself (his mind), then he would be
able to harness the four beginnings and embrace his nature. So, Mencius' perspective portrayed
the mind as a divine gift, the key to governance, as well as, the determinant of human existence.
Discussions of emotions will be presented later in the text, but, the following discussion
will examine the purpose of the mind as it relates to emotions. Regarding emotions, Hsiin Tzii
stated that the mind knew its duty (Yu-lan, 1983a). The mind must use its intellectual faculty to
limit the magnitude of emotions. Furthermore, the mind not only knew that it must constrain
emotions but it recognized the destructive potential of unchecked emotions. The mind sought to
maintain a balance by disregarding desires and revulsions. Hsiin Tzu referred to this harmony as
the Tao or the Way (Yu-lan, 1983a). He also described the particular tools the mind utilized in
order to keep emotions at bay. One tool, plurality, encompassed the mind's ability to know two
or more things simultaneously (Yu-lan, 1983a). The mind's unity, a second tool, prevented the
simultaneous knowledge of things from creating confusion. (Yu-lan, 1983a). The third tool,
emptiness, was closely associated with memory (Yu-lan, 1983a). Emptiness permitted the mind
to take in novel information without this new information being harmed by previously stored
information. And, the stored information or impressions depicted memory. The fourth and final
tool was quiescence (Yu-lan, 1983a). Quiescence prohibited the nonsense of dreams from
interfering with the intended function of the mind. If a man used these tools of the mind, then he
would be able to attain true knowledge. Additionally, Hsiin Tzu spoke of sincerity or ch 'eng
(Yu-lan, 1983a). He indicated that sincerity was the best manner in which to develop the mind.
In his discussion of sincerity, he suggested a connection between sincerity and the divine.
Possession of ch 'eng ultimately led to spirituality which, in tum, created a path to transformation
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or reform of the individual. Hstin Tzu compru;ed this tniri;forrnation to Heavenly values. So, in
~

developing the mind, Hstin Tzu's school of'Confucianism aspired to a supernatural state. All in

all, his school of thought viewed the mind as a vehicle for true knowledge and ultimately a
higher state of consciousness.
According to Chang Tsai's philosophy of Material Force (Chan, 1963), the mind held an
innate ability when it came to understanding the universe. His school of thought addressed a
common debate in philosophy, the validity of sensation. Chang Tsai believed that the process of
sensation inhibited an individual's attainment of a higher level of consciousness. Rather, an
internal examination allows a person to reach this level (Chan, 1963). One must broaden his
mind but he cannot look to those things that are external to the mind. The individual must
recognize that he and the universe are one and that there is no distinction between them. And, to
acknowledge things outside of the mind would deny the unity between the person and the
universe (Chan, 1963). But, if a person can join himself with the universe, then can understand
nature and Heaven. Chang Tsai rejected the idea of the individual and embraced the
interconnectedness of the universe. And, the mind acted as a person's link to it. It allowed for
understanding ofthe universe, as well as the concinnity of man and the universe.
During the Sui and T'ang dynasties, the most prominent Buddhist school was the T'ienT'ai philosophy (Yu-lan, 1983b). This philosophy held a view of the mind that was similar to
Chang Tsai's Material Force school of thought; nothing existed solely outside ofthe mind (Yulan, 1983b). Those things that were perceived as external to the human were actually
manifestations of the mind. But, humans experienced these manifestations as external objects
because there were two components of the mind. One component was the mind' s substance or t'i
(Yu-lan, 1983b). It was this substance that comprised universal consciousness. There were
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aspects of the mind that all humans shared in co_m mon and"tfus produced an adjoined universal
consciousness. But, there were also aspects. of the mind that accounted for individuality. These
aspects constituted non-universal consciousness which was attributed to the part of the mind
called laksana (Yu-lan, 1983b). This aspect of the mind created the manifestations ofthe mind
that humans perceived as external. It was the portion of the mind that distinguished a person
from all other people. T'ien T'ai philosophy sought to create an amalgamation between nihilism
and realism (Chan, 1963). An understanding of this conjointment led to transcendence on what is
known as the Middle Path.
T'ien T'ai's Three Levels ofTruth represented this combination of two seemingly
opposite philosophies. The Three Treatise School embraced one extreme, that of nihilism (Chan,
1963); T'ien T'ais Truth of Emptiness follows the assumptions of the Three Treatise School.
Dharmas (the elements of existence) did not have a unique nature in and of themselves. These
dharmas depended on other forces for their existence. The second truth, the Temporary Truth
embraced the opposite extreme, realism (Chan, 1963). This truth explained that because dharmas
depend on other forces, then they existed temporarily. Because they were manifestations of the
mind, which is steadfast, they were considered temporary truths rather than permanent truths.
Finally, the Truth of Means combined the first two truths. Only the mind held the permanent
truth regarding the Pure Nature of the universe. Thus, the understanding of the mind's universal
and non-universal consciousness aided the individual along the middle road to eventually
achieve transcendence (Chan, 1963).
The Mere Ideation School, also in existence during the Sui and T'ang dynasties, proposed
a structure ofthe mind. For instance, Alaya resembled the general concept of the mind because it
was necessary for existence (Yu-lan, 1983b). The ability of the manas to reason qualified it as
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intellect (Yu-lan, 1983b). Finally, the si~ rema}ning ki'nds· ~f consciousness comprised
consciousness in particular. The term that mostly related to the sense-center and the senses as a
collective whole was vijfiiina. According to this particular school of thought, the primary
[unction of the vijfiiina was to discriminate and perceive external stimuli (Yu-lan, 1983b). So, the
first six types provided a model of sensation and perception according to Buddhist thought. The
other two types of consciousness allowed an individual to escape from the "wheel of
transmigration" (Yu-lan, 1983b, p.314). Essentially, the iilaya and the manas were aspects ofthe
mind that do not perish. But, they were not impermanent. More specifically, the iilaya was
neither permanent nor impermanent. When a person died, so did his iilaya. But, when he was
reborn, the same iilaya was also reborn. And, when an individual's iilaya possessed untainted
seeds, he achieved transcendence. Thus, a person's mind, the basis of his existence, provided
him with a vehicle to transcendence.

Early Greece

In early Greek philosophy, various terms existed that may represent what is currently
known as the mind, or brain. It is important to note that many of these terms also encompassed
more specific psychological aspects such as emotions and personality. So, the succeeding chapter
will discuss Greek perceptions of the mind with limited inclusion of perceptions of emotions and
personality. Considering that much speculation existed about the location and function of the
"mind," it is not surprising that there was no cohesive definition of the mind. Also, one cannot
separate the conceptual mind and the physical brain from its functions, especially emotion. So,
the discussion of emotion and personality demonstrates the function of the mind rather than the
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perceptions and theories regarding e~otion~. and pe~so~~iity. The current text will address this

.·

area later on. According to Merriam-Webster Online, the mind thinks, feels, perceives, wills, and
reasons (M- W.com, 2011 ). The same source contains the identical definition for the brain. For
the purposes of this paper, the brain and the mind will perform the same functions . The mind
represents the activity of the brain. So, in this context, unless indicated otherwise, the terms
"mind" and "brain" will be used interchangeably.
One term that represented these functions of the mind was noos or no us. Shirley Sullivan
(1995) indicated that some instances within Greek literature portrayed the noos as a mind
because it possessed the ability to think and plan. The following conclusions were based on the
authors Homer and Hesiod. She also indicated that the noos had the ability to ensconce thoughts
and plans (Sullivan, 1995). This conclusion may seem rudimentary, but, it did possess the same
ability as mind that we think of today. The noos and the mind both maintain the capacity to think
internally and conceal these thoughts from the external environment. In addition, noos also
produced emotion, and volition. On a more philosophical note, early Greek literature also
suggested that noos was that basic element that causes human awareness. It is the essence of
their being (Sullivan, 1995). Here, again, is a Cartesian notion. The ability to think, more
generally, the capacity for mental activity, and its application comprised an individual's
existence and their own self-awareness.
Also, Sullivan stated that speech and strength aided in the ability to live a normal life. In
this context strength, did not refer to physical strength (Sullivan, 1995). Rather, it related to
mental strength. And, speech was a product of mental activity. This information not only
highlighted the role noos plays in existence, but, its roles in providing a thriving existence. An
important key is the religious connection that noos provided between humans and the gods
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(Guthrie, 14). Although, noos shared n;uc_h il} common. with our current concept of the mind, it
..
was not purely scientific. Noos acted as a conceptual intermediary in the evolution of
psychology. It represented an interest and curiosity in psychological activity, but, it relied on
supernatural forces.

Psyche was another term that had a somewhat cryptic meaning, but, it may have more
closely equated with our current definition of the mind (Viney, 1993). Commonly, psyche
translated to soul, but, Plato discussed the mental activities of the psyche. The functions of the

psyche included the abilities to compare, discriminate, and organize. Aside from thinking, the
psyche performed activities that fall under the areas of memory, knowledge, feeling, and volition
(Viney, 1993). Author Wayne Viney, courtesy of a previously written article, offered an
explanation of what Plato explained as higher and lower mental activities. Appetite and conflict
comprised the lower activities, while harmony and reason were components of the higher
activities (Viney, 1993). Finally, Plato revealed his perception of the soul within the body in his
Allegory of the Caves (Plato, 2006). He believed that the body acted as a prison for the soul,
similar to the chains of the prisoners in the allegory. The senses provided false knowledge to the
individual (i.e. the shadows in the cave). And, in order to free the soul from the body or the
prisoner from the cave, the individual must employ reason. Plato indicated that the soul
contained discordance as a result of opposing forces, rational and irrational forces. Again, this
depicted the psyche 's tie to the functions of the mind, and, therefore, it may have been
considered the mind by the early Greek philosophers. More importantly, it acted as a mechanism
that allowed an individual to break the chains of ignorance.
Aristotle's perception of the mind also combined mental activities with the idea of
transcendence. He posited that there were two portions of the mind. One portion, the active
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mind, acted upon the passive mind (Le,_ahey, !98"0). The p·~~sive mind maintained no distinct
identity. It took the form of the external sti~uli it sensed. In essence, the passive mind may be
categorized as sensation. It provided the active mind with information so that it could draw
universal conclusions about the objects in the external environment (Leahey, 1980). Because the
active mind was never acted upon, Aristotle considered it to be steadfast. Hence, it was not
affected by change. Based on this conclusion, Aristotle felt that the active mind was
transcendent. Since it could not be affected by any type of change, it could not be affected by
death (Leahey, 1980). Despite its transcendence, the active mind did not leave the individual
with any information acquired during the person's life. One reason for this was that the active
mind drew its information from the passive mind. Since the passive mind perished upon the
person's death, then information it provided to the active mind perished as well. Therefore, this
active mind was identical in all human beings (Leahey, 1980). Thomas Leahey (1980) offered a
modern explanation that may support this theory of the past. Evidence suggests that all humans
possess information-processing systems at the time of birth. These systems act similarly to the
active mind. Without information from the external environment, these information-processing
systems remain inactive. Therefore, they are dependent on this information provided by
sensation. Because all humans are born with this capacity, it could be considered an inheritance,
and therefore, transcendent.
Now that we have considered the active and passive mind, we can add to Aristotle's
structure of the soul according De Anima (Leahey, 1980). Here, once again, Aristotle
demonstrated the relation of the soul to the functions of the mind. Although, the term soul carries
a mystical connotation, Aristotle's illustration of the soul resembled cunent illustrations of
information-processing models of the mind. Once the senses passed information to the common
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sensorium, the sensory impression bec~me i~printed'"in tfi~ passive mind (Leahey, 1980). From
these impressions in the passive mind, the active mind then fmmulated universal conclusions.
Another transfer of information occurred from the common sensorium to the imagination and
memory. Aristotle considered memory and imagination to be closely related, so he assigned
them a shared location in his structure of the soul. Aristotle did not provide much information on
imagination. He suggested that it was a perception that lasted beyond the meeting with the
stimuli. But, there is really no mention of imagination generating images internally with no
dependence on an external object. As previously mentioned, Aristotle attributed memory to
repetitive exposure to a stimulus.
But, Aristotle also distinguished between two types of memory, recognition and
recollection. Recollection was a much more complex process than recognition. It involved
correctly picking a memory image among all other memory images. On the other hand,
recognition of past stimuli categorized simple memory. Recognition occurred due to the mind's
ability to retain the information it acquired from past experiences (Leahey, 1980). This concept
persists into modern times and it is present in contemporary psychological studies. In many
studies, researchers ask participants to look at a multitude of stimuli (pictures, shapes etc.). After
showing the stimuli, the researchers will measure the participants' abilities to recall what they
saw. This operates on the assumption that mind has the ability to retain stimuli that it encounters.
For instance, Biederman (1987) has demonstrated participants' abilities to recognize stimuli even
in instances where the image of the stimulus has been degraded.
On a more complex level, recollection requires an active use of the information stored in
the memory. In order to organize the information so that it is readily available for recollection,
the mind uses reconstruction strategies (Levitin, 2002). In his time, Aristotle proposed three
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potential reconstruction strategies, his t~ee la~s .of association. These three laws were as
follows, similarity, contiguity, and contrast (Leahey, 1980). So, the mind organized information
in the memory based upon the similarities between images. It also associated images based on
whether they were opposites, which aided in organization. And finally, instances or images that
occurred closely to one another in time or space provided for organization, and therefore it
allowed for recollection. Aristotle provided an extensive mapping of the soul, or mind, especially
for his time. His structure of the soul demonstrates the active role he played in the development
of psychology.

Common Themes: East Meets West

A theme that popped up in both discussions was that of emotion. Mencius attributed
man's ability to empathize to the mind. In fact, it was this ability of the mind that maintained
civility among men (Yu-lan, 1983a). In Greek literature, emotion stemmed from the noos, a term
closely associated with the modem conception of the mind (Sullivan, 1995). Both concepts
assigned the experience of emotion to the mind. Also, there were instances of the mind's
affiliation with the supernatural or the divine. According to Aristotle, the mind was the only
aspect of a human derived from an external source (Guthrie, 1962). Mencius also believed that
the mind was a divine gift. To be exact, Mencius divided the mind into two portions, one greater
than the other. The greater or superior portion of the mind held the supernatural origin (Yu-lan,
1983a). These perspectives assigned various connotations and roles to the mind. It is no wonder
that the mind has been a source of inquiry for millennia.
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Another motif that both societies e~.br.~ced ~a~
>

.the connection between the mind and

existence. This theme has emerged constantly in this text and philosophical texts throughout
history. In Greek literature, the term noos portrayed one aspect of the mind. This p01tion of the
mind was responsible for self-awareness (Sullivan, 1995). Gallup (1982) suggested that selfawareness is one aspect of the mind or even equivalent to the presence of the mind. More
specifically, he stated that self-awareness allows an individual to speculate about the source of
hi~ existence. Interestingly, humans' possession of self-awareness has led to the development of

psychology. Mencius took this notion further because he positioned the mind as the source of
existence (Yu-lan, 1983a). An individual who did not possess particular functions ofthe mind
did not qualify as human. Although, both of these concepts are related, they do pose some
difficult questions. If the mind allows humans to speculate about existence, then, is the mind the
source of existence? If so, then animals that did not possess self-awareness would not exist. If
not, then what role, if any, does self-awareness play in existence? In order to resolve this
paradox, the answer to the original question would be yes. But, the specific portion of the mind
involved in self-awareness distinguishes humans from all other animals. So, a combination of the
two concepts implies that the mind is the source of existence in general and self-awareness is
what makes an individual human.
Also, philosophical writings take the divine association one step further by pointing to the
mind as a mechanism for transcendence. Hsiin Tzu described a number of tools that the mind
used to achieve transcendence (Yu-lan, 1983a). Furthermore, he not only described the mind's
ability to obtain a higher state but he also concluded that it was the mind's purpose to do so.
According to the Mere Ideation school of Buddhism, there was one portion of the mind that
transcended death, alaya consciousness (Yu-lan, 1983b). All other portions ofthe mind
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lized from the alaya consciousness. So) 'all other'p~s of the mind differed with each
actua
r
.
subsequent death and rebirth. But, the alaya consciousness was the same one that was present
before death and after reanimation. Although, the alaya consciousness was subject to change in
order to reach transcendence, the same entity remained. Intriguing similarities existed between
this concept of the mind and the one proposed by Aristotle. Aristotle also distinguished between
two parts of the mind, the passive mind and the active mind (Leahey, 1980). Mirroring the
essence of alaya consciousness, the active mind did not dematerialize at death; Aristotle
considered it immortal. Also, the mind did not maintain knowledge acquired in life because the
source of this information, the passive mind, vanished at death.
Ultimately, many early philosophers placed a strong emphasis on the mind by
establishing connotations of spirituality and existence. This emphasis may have stood the test of
time and founded an interest in the human mind. Or, their emphasis may represent a common
human inquiry that stimulates intrigue in all generations of humanity. Either way, curiosity about
the human mind has led to the development of modern psychology.
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Perceptions of Emotions

~

\Y
...

Early China

The Early Chinese emphasized the number five, similar to the number four in many

Native American cultures (Viney,1980). They applied it to many aspects of themselves and their
environment, including basic emotions. For instance, at one point in time, anger, joy, desire,
sorrow, and fear comprised the five basic emotions (Viney, 1980). Despite the absence of a
formal discipline, the Early Chinese demonstrated an interest in understanding the human mind
and emotion. Although, many of the thinkers in these times were philosophers, psychology has
deep roots in philosophy. Before delving into the various examples of interests in human
behavior regarding early Chinese thought, it is important to reiterate that there was no science of
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human behavior. Furthermore, Fung \ulan 0

9~·3a) ~u~~~:sted that the lack of an established

"science" existed in China, especially when compared to the West. So, in discussing early
Chinese thought regarding human behavior, the reader will quickly notice a lack of consistency.
This is partly due to the aforementioned reason. But, competing philosophies or schools of
thought may also partially account for these inconsistencies. With that said, early Chinese
thought touched on many areas now covered under the umbrella of psychology.
Sources on early Chinese thought indicate various perspectives regarding the function of
emotions in life. According to Tung Chung-Shu's Ying Yang Confucianism, there was a division
between the external world and the internal human being (Chan, 1963). The external world, not
nature (internal), dictated whether a person became good. Specifically, man is not born good, he
learns to be good through training (Chan, 1963). This is because they believed the external
environment triggered emotions, desires, passions, and feelings. Chung-Shu's theory of human
nature described a connection between yang and nature, more specifically human nature (Chan,
1963). He also suggested a connection between yin and feelings. Things derived from nature
were associated with humanity while things derived of yin were connected to greed. When he
spoke of man's persistence in continuing the work of the divine he referred to the attempt to keep
emotions and desires at bay (Chan, 1963). In order to achieve this, Tung Chung-shu suggested
knowledge as a way to restrain emotions. Also according to Tung Chung-shu, this attempt should
seek to emulate Heaven' s ability to keep yin in check, which is why yin was associated with the
moon. Since the sun outshines the moon during a new moon, this was Heaven's manner of
subduing the power of the moon. Tung Chung-Shu noted that it was the presence of feelings that
could inhibit a person from being entirely good (Yu-lan, 1983a). So, this school of thought was
aware of the emotions' destructive potential and felt that they should be monitored and curbed.
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Chuang Tzu described the

er~wtion~l' ;eaction· t·~·-external phenomena as a violation of the

principle of nature (Yu-lan, 1983a). According to his school ofTaoism, Chuang Tzu discerned
that emotions were useless because the universe would produce the same results regardless of
how a person felt about the occurrence. He employed a rational understanding of the universe,
and from this he deduced that emotions cannot change its course. The proper execution of reason
would eliminate emotions and allow a person "to follow the course of nature" (Yu-lan, 1983b,
p.189). For instance, Chuang Tzu pointed out that death is a natural event (Yu-lan, 1983a).
Therefore, mourning challenged the course of the universe, and ultimately, violated the principle
of Nature. The pain and suffering experienced during mourning acted as a punishment for this
violation. But, if a person understood that death was an inevitable part of life, then he or she
would be unfazed by the event. This particular perspective regarding death truly emphasized the
ascetic foundation of Taoism, as well as other philosophies that place an emphasis on the
elimination of emotions (Eskildsen, 1998). As a tangent, Chuang Tzu 's opinion on emotions may
not be completely objective, but his emphasis on reason, logic, and observable patterns exists
within the current implementation of the scientific method.
Embracing an extreme on the spectrum, Buddhism also emphasized relinquishing
emotions. Specifically, Shen-hui instructed that one must be "amid the phenomenal yet devoid
of the phenomenal" (Yu-lan, 1983b, p .395). For instance, the presence or absence of emotion
determined whether or not a person was considered a Buddha (Yu-lan, 1983b). Anyone who
exhibited emotions did not contain the Buddha-nature. This is because Buddhists, especially
during the Sui and T'ang dynasties, attempted to disconnect themselves from secular
phenomena. Considering the earlier explanation that emotions become triggered through external
stimuli, it is obvious why emotions were eliminated. If a person experienced emotion, then he or
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she would be engaging with secular occ!Jrrenc~s, antl thetefore, he or she could not contain the
~

.·

Buddha-nature. The primary goal of this attachment was to avoid creating new karma (Yu-lan,
I983b). As discussed later on, it seemed that the spiritual emphasis within Buddhism
contradicted the current stance in psychology regarding human emotion. But, one must keep in
mind that emotions possessed a negative connotation, and, therefore, there were not many
attempts to understand human emotion.
Interestingly the association of evil with human desires can be found in various religions,
especially Christian denominations. For instance followers of Taoism believe that asceticism
will allow them to become powerful super-beings (Eskildsen, 1998). Also, practitioners of
Jainism affirm that through asceticism one can eliminate karma, and experience favorable
fortune in the current life and in the next (Babb, 1996).This perspective regarding human
feelings demonstrates the evolutionary nature of the development science and more specifically
psychology. Throughout history, there has been a stale mate between religion and science. The
former has a foundation on faith and undemonstrative forces while the latter requires observable
evidence. So, it would not be presumptuous so say that the development of science occurred as a
result of the acceptance ofthe basic assumptions that comprise it. So, although, throughout
history, one can identify ideas that relate to the current field of psychology, it is also very easy to
identify those ideas that did not promote the development of psychology. Similar to evolution,
the "discipline" shed any ideas that did not promote the strongest survival of empiricism
regarding human thought and behavior.
More akin to the current psychological classification of emotions, some schools of
thought believed that emotions were natural and, therefore, they were not deemed as taboo.
Wang Pi challenged the stance in Taoism regarding human emotion when he stated that the only
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way a man can react to things is throu~h em?tion ('Yu-·1~; 1983b). Essentially, emotions and
feelings make up that which constituted a human being. A person would not be considered a
human without his or her emotions. Furthermore, Hsi.in Tzu explained that when a human is
born, his nature consists of emotions, such as love, hate, joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure (Yu-lan,
l983b). To sum it up, his school of Confucianism classified emotions as an innate portion of an
individual rather than something acquired through learning. Additionally, in order to seek
!ffiowledge, Hstin Tzu warned that one must accept their emotions and, rather than denying them,
he or she must direct them. Both philosophers provided perspectives of emotion that, at the very
least, accepted the inevitable presence of emotions.
Keeping the previous paragraph in mind, Wang Pi also pointed out that a person must not
become consumed by his or her emotions (Yu-lan, 1983b). Similarly, Neo-Confucianists
identified the ruinous capacity of emotions if left unchecked. Also, this school of thought held a
caveat similar to Wang Pi. It warned that emotions must not become permanent within the
person (Yu-lan, 1983b). The reaction to stimuli produced emotions, which is an external process.
Once the stimulus disappeared, the emotional reaction should disappear as well. Therefore, NeoConfucianists suggested that this process must remain external. Li Ao, a Neo-Conifucianist,
explained that feelings can completely inundate a person's nature which points to the destructive
potential of unrestrained emotions (Yu-lan, 1983b).
Confucianists of the Ch'in and Han dynasties described music as an emotional regulator
(Yu-lan, 1983a). Music acted as an audible expression of joy, but, it had to adhere to certain
guidelines so that there was no disorder. It regulated emotions and adhered to the right principles
(Yu-lan, 1983a). Fung-Yulan explained that man did not satisfy all of his desires, but, through
music he was taught to regulate them. These aforementioned schools of thought did not shun
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'ons but they did recognize that a per~6~· must 0~-~bie to control his or her emotions and
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feelings. Hsiin Tzu explained that the abi.lity to control one's emotions and feelings would result
in order, but, the lack of this ability would result in disharmony (Yu-lan, 1983a). As a disclaimer,
from current reading of his work, it is difficult to determine the type of disharmony to which
Hsiin Tzu referred. But, the fact that he identified the capacity of emotions to produce
disharmony demonstrates an interest or at least a curiosity in mental health. He suggested that
man must follow certain guidelines in order to modify his behavior, so that he may be balanced.
This perspective seemed to at least consider the nature of emotions in order to regulate them. So,
unlike those philosophers that sought to relinquish emotions, Hsiin Tzu and others did attempt to
understand emotions and, therefore, engaged in examination of psychological phenomena.
These Confucianists also felt that emotions served a significant purpose. For example,
Confucianists emphasized the mourning of a death (Yu-lan, 1983a). On the other hand, Mo Tzu,
a philosopher of the Mohist school, deemed emotions as useless and valueless (Yu-lan, 1983a).
Although, not superstitious, Confucianists, more specifically Hsiin Tzu, felt that performing
burial rites, mourning and various rituals helped to provide emotional satisfaction. In his opinion,
one prayed for rain in order to release emotional anxiety; but this was not because he believed in
supernatural forces. So, not only were emotions viewed as part of the human, but, the expression
of emotion was considered a necessity. These actions allowed for a release of emotions instead
of internalizing them. Before this time, Confucius, himself, also spoke of ch 'i (Schwartz, 1985).
It was a type of energy that maintained a balance of emotions, passions, and desires within the
human being. A depletion of ch 'i resulted in emotional disorders (Schwartz, 1985). This view of
emotion is significant to the field of psychology. Where various schools of thought deemed
emotions a nuisance in life, these Confuciantists recognized the cathartic benefits of emotions. It
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is significant because it removed man~ ofthe.. n~gativ'e as~·aciations from emotions and steered
the study of human behavior toward impartiality.

Early Greece

Up until this point, the mind has only been discussed in terms of its structure and overall
function. This section hones in on specific results of mental activity, that of emotions and
feelings. It will examine the early Greeks' perceptions of emotion and briefly touch on the actual
physiological source of emotions. The closest term in Greek philosophy to the contemporary
term emotion was pathos (Sullivan, 1995). Although, this term did not fall strictly within the
current definition of emotion, it is the most similar. Also, philosophical writings and literature
indicate that many Greek terms referred to a various number of mental activities. But, many of
the terms represented more than one mental activity. In some cases a word may have indicated
intelligence as well as emotion and personality. So, the following section will utilize early Greek
terms in literature and philosophical writings to demonstrate the perception of emotions.
Within their literary works, both Homer and Hesiod mentioned terms that, collectively,
represent the heart, both physically and psychologically. This emphasized the idea that there was
no single conception of emotion. Rather, the various parts ofthe heart comprised what is known
as emotion. Although, overlap occurred between the three terms, theoretically, they represented
distinct emotions. The terms ker, etor, and kradie are the three components of the emotion center
that are discussed in the poetry ofHomer and Hesiod (Sullivan, 1996). Ofthe three, ker is the
term most closely involved in thought. In addition, ker is the only term of the three associated
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with love. On the opposite end of the, spect~m·, kradittplated an active role in rage, anger, grief,
and pain (emotional). In Homer's Odyssey, Odysseus' kradie encouraged him to assault the
suitors that were sleeping with the maid servants (Sullivan, 1996). In addition, this particular
selection indicated that Odysseus had to use his phren and thumos to avoid the self-destructive
inclinations of his kradie. Phren and thumos relate more closely to thought, judgment, and
decision making. This implies that Homer recognized intense emotion, especially anger and rage,
~s the antitheses of reason and logic. Etor seems to have closely resembled the construct of

courage (Sullivan, 1996). In much of the poetic writings, an individual 's etor sprang to action in
dire situations. In addition, etor hardly ever occurred simultaneously with thought. This seems to
parallel the defmition of courage. Bravery often requires action in occasions that will likely
produce an unfavorable result. Reason would instruct an individual against the actions that are
often associated with courage. Again, the distinction between thought and emotion emerges.
According to Aristotle and the writings of Plato, man's natural instinct in life was to seek
a hedonistic life (Robinson, 1976; Plato, 2006). Without any outside interference, man would
spend his life seeking pleasure and avoiding pain. In discussing the lifestyle ofthe followers of
Dionysos, Robinson related their pleasure seeking to satisfying desires of the flesh and the senses
(Robinson, 1976). He noted that these followers attempted to augment their emotion to the level
of joy that the gods experience. Although not explicitly stated, this example equated
maximization of the emotions with hedonistic desires. And, in order to augment their emotions,
these followers needed to satisfy their senses. Because the senses rely on external stimuli, the
source of their joy was exclusively secular despite the heavenly association. In essence, man's
natural urge in life was to derive joy from outside sources. Robinson compared the followers of
Dionysos to the followers of Apollo (Robinson, 1976). The former lived a life based on passion
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and the latter utilized reason to steer their live~: The o·attH!'.between passion and reason emerged
>

•

in various schools of psychological thought"and heavily impacted perceptions of emotions.
In the Republic, Plato provided an example that supports Aristotle' s notion of man's
natural tendencies in life. In this work, Glaucon described Gyges the Lydian (Plato, 2006). While
tending sheep in the field, an earthquake ripped a chasm in the earth. Intrigued, Gyges ventured
into the chasm. While there, he discovered a gold ring on the hand of a dead man. He took the
ring and ascended upward out of the chasm. While attending a monthly meeting with fellow
shepherds, Gyges wore his new discovery. While sitting among the other shepherds, he turned
the bezel of the ring inward toward the inside of his palm. As soon as he did this, Gyges became
invisible. Gyges realized that the shepherds began to speak of him as if he was not there.
Realizing this, he turned the bezel of his ring outward and he reappeared. Once he had confirmed
the power of the ring, Gyges became responsible for a series of abhorring events. After baiting
the queen, he used her to murder the king and seize the king's throne.
This narrative offers support to Aristotle's idea that man will naturally seek a hedonistic
life. Glaucon stated that, " . .. but under compulsion, because he does not suppose it is good for
him personally: each will be unjust wherever he thinks it is possible to be unjust" (Plato, 2006,
p.41). Glaucon also distinguished between a fac;ade of justice and actually being just. In the case
of Gyges, he epitomized the unjust man who erects a fac;ade of justice and goodness. He only
had concerns for how others perceived him. Both Aristotle and Plato argued that a man must be
educated in order to strip away his hedonistic desires. The removal of these desires would result

in the just man. Glaucon noted that even if a just man carried a reputation associated with
conuption, that man would still maintain a just life (Plato, 2006). This is because he would not
seek the approval of others; he would seek virtue which would, in turn, lead to happiness. It is
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easy to associate this theory with the comple~e ~limmatiori of emotion. But, Aristotle and Plato
>

.

did not seem to imply the elimination of emotions. Rather, they seemed to suggest that emotions
must be maintained through the acquisition of knowledge. It was those selfish desires that must
be eradicated, not all emotion in general. Nonetheless a common theme, once again, has risen in
the arena of early philosophical thought. These men definitely recognized the overwhelming
grasp of emotion and remained prepared.
Not shortly after the teachings of Plato and Aristotle, the school of thought, known as
Stoicism emerged. Although the Romans readily adopted this philosophy, it originated in Greece
(Viney, 1980). It became so popular in Rome that Marcus Aurelius declared Stoicism as the
"official" philosophy. Stoicism traced some of it basic belies to Diogenes the Cynic (Robinson,
1976). He opposed any type of ostentation. Also, he believed that man should carry out his life in
harmony with nature. Based on these principles, Stoicism separated from the Socratics in its
perception of pleasures (Leahey, 1980). Rather than keep these pleasures in check, the Stoics
argued that one must not seek pleasure from these base sources. Stoicism categorized an extreme
endpoint on a spectrum regarding perceptions of emotions. The Stoics embraced lives based on
asceticism. For, they viewed the avoidance of pain and the pursuit of fortune for one's own wellbeing as the defining characteristics of an inferior life. Rather, the Stoics squashed any hint of
individuality, and, eliminated urges based on emotion. The Stoics accepted universal phenomena
as law and they were not to oppose the causal order of the universe (Leahey, 1980).
Wettheimer (2008) described Stoicism as puritanical. As a matter of comparison, the
Stoics and the Puritans of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries do share much in common.
More specifically, the Stoics emphasis on fate and their denial of pleasure resembled the
Calvinist movement (Palmer & Colton, 1984). The Calvinists believed that an individual's fate
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after death had been predetermined (Palmer & .C olton; i9E4). So, there was nothing a person
.,..

.·

could do to change his destiny. He was at the mercy of God's will and, therefore, he truly had no
free will. As evinced by its relation to Calvinism, Stoicism more closely resembled a religious
movement than a scientific one. In actuality, the assumptions of Stoicism cut off the very base of
scientific thought. Because one must adhere to the universe, he cannot take advantage of its
physical laws and natural resources (Viney, 1980). Therefore, they took a passive role in
understanding the universe. And, they certainly did not make any contributions to the
development of psychology due to their forestalling of emotion.
On the other hand, the Pythagoreans made many significant contributions to scientific
thought, especially mathematics. It is difficult to pinpoint all of the underlying beliefs of
Pythagoreans. This is mostly due to the clandestine nature of this school of thought. Nonetheless,
the core beliefs were based upon limit, moderation and order (Guthrie, 1962). These basic
principles emerged in the Pythagorean notions of the universe. According to this school of
thought, everything in the universe shared some type of relationship with a number. This number
reflected the order of the universe. As a result, the Pythagoreans assigned mystical significance
to these numbers (Guthrie, 1962). Also, their preoccupation with numbers embraced the
principles of order. Mathematics follows an identifiable set of laws and an answer to a particular
equation will always be the same. Algebra, in particular, reflects this principle of order. For
instance, when solving for a constant, one must always perform the same operation on either side
of the equation. Regarding emotion, the Pythagoreans believed that overly expressing emotions
could weaken one's character (Viney, 1980). This position may be explained by the impartial
disposition required in mathematics. In order to observe and explain phenomena, one must
eliminate bias.
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Another explanation for this percep~!o~· of emotion was the Pythagorean belief in
transmigration ofthe soul (Viney, 1980). 'The soul migrated from one being to the next in order
to achieve purification. So, when one body died, the soul migrated into another body. Once the
soul reached the stage of human beings, it was on its final step to purification. In order to acquire
purification, the person followed prescribed prohibitions. Once the person followed these
prohibitions, the soul would be released and joined with the divine. The Pythagoreans referred to
the body as a "corrupting prison" (Leahey, 1980, p.34). The ability of the body to corrupt the
soul may be linked to the wariness of emotions. Emotions were reactions to external stimuli that
produced a mental and physiological reaction within the mind and body. Often, emotions drive
behavior. The driving power of emotions may have had the ability to persuade an individual to
ignore the prescribed prohibitions. Thus, emotions corrupted the soul and lengthened its journey
to purity. Although the Pythagoreans' concept of emotions may have stifled the development of
psychology, their impartial dispositions have been embraced in modern science.

Common Themes: East Meets West

Both cultures revealed schools of thought that held emotions and their potential in
negative regard. Some philosophical schools embraced an extreme version while others
recognized the danger of emotions but did not completely do away with them. Tung Chung-Shu
and Aristotle advocated for the restraint of emotions rather than their annihilation. Both men
admitted that emotions could inhibit a person's ability to be a just or good individual. In order to
check the power of emotions, they offered knowledge as a method to control them. More
specifically, Aristotle spoke of base desires such as lust and greed (Robinson, 1976). He noted
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that those emotions or desires that ?nly C?Ii~erned

se~Bng pleasme and avoiding pain were the

roots of injustice. Hsiin Tzu shared a similar belief, and, just like Aristotle, he believed that
emotions were an inborn component of humans (Yu-lan, 1983b). So, these men respected the
hardwired nature of emotions, and therefore, they did not completely seek to eliminate emotions.
This suggests that they realized emotions were a necessary part of life.
But, some schools of thought refused to settle for the middle ground; emotions had to be
· eradicated completely. Shen-hui instructed that one must not engage in secular activities (Yu-lan,
1983 b). Because he considered worldly phenomena to be the source of emotions, emotions and
their expression were to be eliminated in order to achieve a higher state of consciousness.
According to Shen-hui's opinion, emotions interfered with a person's attempt to access Buddhanature. Advocates of Stoicism occupied the same intense stance on emotions (Viney, 1980). The
Stoics did not believe in displays of emotion as they represented a lesser person. Furthermore,
one should have accepted the ways of the universe and remained passive in universal
happenings. Similarly, Chuang Tzu rendered emotions useless, a conclusion he made through
reason. He believed that emotions could not change the workings of the universe (Yu-lan,
1983a). And, by retaining emotions a person violated the principle ofNature. One must accept
what nature provided and rid himself of emotions. Finally, Confucius embraced a view of
emotions that falls the closest to a positive association. To him, emotions acted as a release for
the stresses of life. Interestingly, these societies both provide a snapshot of the varying
perspectives on emotions. Still today, these opinions exist in areas such as psychology and
religion.
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Sensation and Perception
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Early China

Considering the period, some early Chinese schools of thought had extensive

understandings of cognitive psychology. Regarding the senses, the Later Mohists referred to
them as the five roads (Yu-lan, 1983a). Although there is no confirmatory evidence, the term
"road" could signify the neurological pathways of the sensory system. Although these thinkers
would have had no way to examine neural pathways, they may have recognized the
transportation process that occurred in sensing external stimuli. The external stimulus
represented the starting point and the sensation in the brain represented the end point. Thus, the
intermediary, the senses, created the pathways between these two points. The Later Mohist
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School also indicated that knowing took place through the functions of the five senses (Yu-lan,
>

I983a). But, the senses only represented the potential for knowledge. The specific process of
knowing pertained to the acquisition of information. The Later Mohists recognized that in order
for a sensation and neurological message·to form, there must be an input (Yu-lan, 1983a). More
specifically, this school of thought referred to the generation of a neurological message within
the sensory system as a meeting of the faculty (one of the five senses) and the object to be known
(the stimulus). In order to understand the world and gain knowledge of it, one must use his
senses to acquire information about the world. This explanation of sensation qualified as a lower
level type of knowledge or cognitive function.
These philosophers did not restrict their observations and explanations to sensory input.
They also distinguished between the terms sensory knowledge and mind knowledge (Yu-lan,
1983a). Sensory knowledge encompassed the processes discussed in the previous paragraph
whereas mind knowledge referred to the manner in which the mind interpreted what it sensed
and how it identified the stimulus. These two types of knowledge likely corresponded with the
contemporary processes of sensation and perception. Mencius noted that the senses did not
possess the ability to think (Schwartz, 1985). This statement reflected the senses lower level
functions. The senses only detected a stimulus and transferred the physical properties about the
stimuli to the brain. Hsiin Tzu spoke of the natural senses (Yu-lan, 1983a). For instance, taste is
the natural sense for the tongue and sound is the natural sense for the ear. Essentially, the natural
senses where those stimuli that were specific to only one of the five senses. This demonstrated
the automaticity of the senses and, therefore, their absence of intellectual capacity. Hsiin Tzu
referred to the mind as being located in "the central void to control the five senses." (Yu-lan,
1983a, p.304). This depicted the mind as the reception location for all of the information carried
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by the senses. In addition, he stated :hat th~ ~ind perc~i~es the object to be known through

aspects such as shape, form, and color (Yu-lan, 1983a). So, the mind possessed the ability to
integrate information so that it may create a cohesive perception. This integration permitted the
mind to comprehend the object. This is what Later Mohists meant by mind-knowledge.
The following example hails from a source written in contemporary time (Levitin, 2002).
Interestingly, it accurately illustrates the distinction the Later Mohist School made between
sensory knowledge and mind-knowledge. When an individual is in a car and he is driving away
from a house, the house ·appears to become smaller and smaller until it disappears. But, the man
knows that the house remains the same size and he knows that it did not disappear. Although he
sensed a change in the size of the house, his p erception of the house remained constant. Due to

its automaticity, many people are unaware of this process (Levitin, 2002). The parallels between
this modem example and the Late Mohist's conception of sensation and perception lend support
to the presence of psychology in early thinking.
The perceptual process encompasses an entire range of functions that includes sensation,
perceptual organization, identification and recognition (Levitin, 2002). Sensation and perceptual
organization may constitute the term "sensory knowledge" while identification and recognition
may qualify as "mind knowledge". Although this is an assumption, Hsiin Tzu stated that the
mind makes sense of the impressions it receives from the physical world, so "mind- knowledge"
involves higher level cognitive functions such as identification and recognition (Yu-lan, 1983a).

It is in this stage that the brain assigns meaning to the stimulus (Levitin, 2002). The mind assigns
the term "car" to an image comprised of circles and squares. Also, in this stage, the brain
recognizes that a car is used for transportation. In addition, the second stage, organization,
integrates these various components into one object (Levitin, 2002). This stage utilizes estimates
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that are based on past experiences. This
to a p~rson's ability to identify an item even
,. is s~rcilar
.
when they do not observe all of the components of the stimulus. This phenomenon also occurs
when a stimulus contains unknown components but also contains distinguishing characteristics
that allows the perceiver to recognize the stimulus.
In his chapter on Hstin Tzu and his school of Confucianism, Fung-Yulan provided an
example to illustrate this occurrence. He discussed the ability to recognize a tree as a tree even
though the individual has never seen that particular type of tree in his past experience (Yu-lan,
1983a). In his explanation, he mentioned the ability of the mind to place the stimulus in the
"class" of trees (Yu-lan, 1983a). It is difficult to ignore the similarity between this term and
Piaget' s schemas. The term class suggests some type of mental organization of the ideas,
concepts, and the physical world as perceived by the brain. Piaget suggested that schemas allow
the brain to mentally categorize information based on qualifying characteristics. The example
closely resembles "assimilation" a term coined by Piaget. Assimilation occurs when incoming
information is placed into an already existing schema (Mckee, 2010). Fung-Yulan stated that the
mind identifies the tree with the tree class because it already has knowledge of it. Since, the
individual was placing the sensation into an already existing class this process easily
demonstrated what Piaget called assimilation. Even more impressive than the explanation of
such a complex concept in an early context, is the fact that much current evidence supports it.
Recent studies support a concept known as the assimilation principle (Levitin, 2002). Almost
identical to Piaget' s definition, the assimilation principle may be considered a learning principle.
According to this principle, a person can better remember something if can relate to existing
knowledge (Levitin, 2002). Not only does previous knowledge allow for better stimuli
recognition, but, it can improve memory and learning.
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According to the Mere Ideation

Sc~.o~l ofthe~~~i and T'ang dynasties, there were eight

types of consciousness. The five senses and the sense-center comprised six of the eight kinds of
consciousness (Yu-lan, 1983b). The purpose of the sense-center was to integrate information
received from the senses. The sense-center may be likened to a particular function of the mind,
the role of integration and organization. The eighth type of consciousness, tilaya, referred to the
basic level of consciousness that humans receive at birth. The first six types of consciousness
were dependent on the eighth type of consciousness. The iilaya contained seeds, both universal
and non-universal. The six types of consciousness grew from the non-universal seeds. The
tainted seeds produced the imperfect, perceptible world while the untainted seeds created a
transcendental world. The tainted dharmas, products of the tainted seeds, prohibited a person
from achieving transcendence. Because of their source, the Mere Ideation School considered the
sense-center and the five senses to be unstable or crude aspects of consciousness, while, the
seventh, manas, and eighth, tilaya, kinds of consciousness were not (Yu-lan, 1983b). This was
because the seventh and eighth types did not depend on external stimuli in order to function. The
seventh type of consciousness clung to tilaya, the eight type of consciousness. According to this
school ofthought, tilaya was in "perpetual revolution, like a torrent" (Yu-lan, 1983b, p.312). If
an individual achieved transcendence, his iilaya possessed untainted seeds while his body was
left behind at death. This was because the body and the senses sprouted from untainted seeds. So,
according to this perspective, the senses acted as obstacles to the attainment oftranscendence.
This brief review of sensation and perception according to the early Chinese thinkers
demonstrated two explanations of the senses. One embraced a more scientific approach in that
the conclusions were based on observation and experience. On the other hand, the Mere Ideation
School provided a more philosophical explanation.
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Early Greece

Within early Greek philosophy, a pervasive conflict existed regarding cognitive abilities;
more specifically, sensation and perception. The debate concerned whether or not the images or
sensations provided by the senses were actually what existed in the external world or were the
senses somehow obstructing the original object that initiated the sensation. The Materialist
approach, which included proponent philosophers, Democritus and Epicurus, held that all the
sensations that humans experienced identically match the objects in the external environment
(Murphy, 1968). According to this school of thought, all objects emitted small representations of
themselves, known as eidola, into the environment that the object occupied (Murphy, 1968).
Since these representations were considered exact copies of the object, then the images received
by the senses depicted the true image of the object and, therefore, its exact properties, such as
size, shape, color. Also, Democritus and other proponents suggested that these representations
stirred an "internal commotion" within the brain and the result was that of thought (Murphy,
1968). So, this cognitive theory provided a mechanism for the experience of the senses,
sensation. And, the Materialist approach also explained that perception results when the
representations, eidola, stimulated thought.
Although this theory may have some gaping holes regarding its validity, the atomists/
materialists did address the most conspicuous debilitation. Instances in which this theory did not
apply were deemed as hallucinations or illusions. According to Democritus, sensations always
revealed the truth about the object (Murphy, 1968). It was the integration or perception of the
object that caused the misinterpretation of objects in the external environment. Epicurus stated
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that the senses never made mistakes; ratl)e;, it V.:~s· th~L subjective conclusions that were drawn
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about the sensations that created misrepresentations ofthe object (Murphy, 1968). Democritus
pointed to the objectivity of some senses and the subjectivity of other senses to provide support
for his explanation (Murphy, 1968). For example, there remains little objectivity in determining
the color of an object This is an instance where the perception of the object parallels the actual
object. But, those senses that are not as objective in some aspects are vulnerable to be
misinterpretation. There exists much subjectivity in what constitutes a good .song or a good meal,
which is partly due to the makeup of the corresponding senses. Nonetheless, more subjectivity
exists and, therefore, there is more potential for misinterpretation or discrepancies between
people' s perceptions.
Empedocles held a similar view regarding sensation. His theory also suggested that
objects release copies of themselves that the senses receive (Leahey, 1980). Although, the sense
of smell does function in a manner similar to his theory, Empedocles' theory also contained
some assumptions that are unsupported by modern science. According to Empedocles, the blood
stream absorbed these images and transported them to the heart (Leahey, 1980). Once at the
heart, these images mixed together, which resulted in thought. Also, the mixing of these sensory
images caused the heart to beat. Although, Empedocles' theory has been regarded largely as
false, it still marked a milestone in the history of psychology. Empedocles provided a physical
explanation for sensation and perception. During his time, the prevailing assumptions pointed to
the soul as the primary cause for sensory phenomena. This theory was not only important for its
unique explanation of sensation and perception, but, it provided a stepping stone for those
thinkers that succeeded Empedocles. By providing an explanation based on physical
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occurrences, he opened up an area of study th~t was preViously written off as a function of the
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intangible soul.
Empedocles suggested that no distinction existed between sensation and thought. He
believed that thought and sensation co-occurred (Guthrie,1962). But, Alcmaeon disagreed with
this notion. Alcmaeon offered an explanation that encompassed the complete opposite of
Empedocles' theory. Alcmaeon identified a pronounced distinction between the functions of
sensation and thought (Guthrie, 1962). In fact, he pointed to this distinction as the major
difference between human beings and other animals. Human beings possessed the abilities of
sensation and thought whereas other animals only contained the competency of sensation.
Alcmaeon also differed from Empedocles and Aristotle on the location of the organ that acted as
the center for sensation and thought. Both Aristotle and Empedocles believed that the heart acted
as the central organ whereas Alcmaeon believed the head contained the central organ
(Guthrie, 1962). Secondary sources indicate that he performed operations that involved removing
the eye, which may have led to his conclusion that the central organ was located in the head
(Viney, 1993). Though this text seeks to illustrate the various psychological theories ofthis time,
regardless of validity, one cannot ignore the ingenuity of Alcmaeon's conclusions. Many ofhis
assumptions remain applicable in the present day. He truly was ahead of his time and set the
stage for the development of psychology. Not only did he speculate about psychological
phenomena, but, he employed a scientific approach in order to provide a response to his own
inquiries. Also, his presence in various scientific disciplines highlighted the infancy of the
sciences during his time. One could not truly specialize because the information known about
any one discipline was limited. Even more, just as today, early Greek thinkers utilized their
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knowledge of one area to discover ipfon:nation aboufanother. For instance, Alcmaeon's
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dissection of the eye benefitted the areas of anatomy and physiology, and psychology.
The views of Socrates and Plato regarding sensation and perception stood in stark
contrast to the conclusions drawn from the Materialist approach. Plato suggested that there were
two types ofknowing, the concrete and the abstract (Murphy, 1968). He considered the concrete
way of knowing objects as rudimentary. According to Plato, the daily contact with objects in the
external world fell under the concrete manner of knowing. Those individuals who only employed
this type of knowing remained ignorant to knowing at a higher level, the abstract level. The
concrete knowing only required use of the senses while the abstract knowing forced one to use
his or her intellectual abilities to see the ideal or generalized realities (Murphy, 1968). Although,
the latter method of knowing or perceiving object encompassed a philosophical approach more
than an empirical approach, there existed two different ways to perceive the external
environment. The objects perceived in a concrete manner were really imitations of the true and
ideal form of that object. So, according to this notion, known as the Theory of Forms, when an
individual looked at an object, he or she only sensed an imitation. But, those individuals who did
not know the forms regarded the external stimuli as the truth. Those who knew of the forms
perceived the objects in the external word as reflections of ideal concepts. In order to acquire
true knowledge, one had to know and understand the forms. The forms represented the essence
of an object; Socrates considered the forms to be ideal concepts that provide the foundation for
physical manifestations that human beings sensed (Plato, 2006). These forms were not subject to
the constraints of time and space. Therefore, the forms contained a steadfast nature while the
physical manifestations were subject to the forces of time and space. Those characteristics that
make a table a table would be and, likely, would be withered away and the object would no
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longer be a table. So, Plato viewed the ~~~.eptance of the material world as truth to be ignorance.
This was likely why he did not explore a more detailed explanation of the senses.
Nonetheless, within both the Theory of the Forms and the Materialist explanations of
sensation and perception, there were conceptual glimpses that relate to current concepts within
cognitive psychology. In the Materialist approach, there was a clear distinction between
sensation and perception. The advocates of this theory recognized the role of the mind in
perception. More specifically, they identified its ability to distort external stimuli. This was
especially applicable in areas of abnormal psychology in which individuals with specific
disorders experience illusions. On the other hand, the Theory of the Forms highlighted the
inability ofthe senses to identify all of the characteristics of external stimuli. But, according to
Plato and Aristotle, this inability stemmed from ignorance of the forms while in modern
psychology, scientists attribute this inability to limitations of the senses. For instance, the human
ear does not possess the ability to hear sound at every octave. So, the human ear may not sense
every sound a song emits. Also, the human eye does not contain the ability to sense every color.
Therefore, an individual may sense and, as a result, perceive an object that differs from the
original, one underlying assumption of the Theory of Forms.
Plato' s student, Aristotle, was much more methodical and systematic in his examination
of sensation and perception. Aristotle considered sensation to be the ability to differentiate (Bret,
1963). For instance, the sense of smell can distinguish between food that is edible and food that
is inedible. Aristotle's description of sensation pointed to the functional nature of the senses. So,
in a way, the senses' tendency to aid in survival is a nod to the evolutionary theory. Author,
George Brett refers mentioned the "lowest kind" of organism. He noted that even this creature
has the ability to adapt to changing temperatures. This suggested that the ability to distinguish
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represented a lower level function of the senses; aS ;Opposed to their ability to arouse thought.
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Aristotle sided with Alcmaeon on the ·matter of sensation and thought But, he did disagree with
Alcmaeon's location of the central organ. This central organ received all of the information
generated from the senses. Aristotle postulated that the heart assumed this role. Aristotle termed
this central organ the common sensorium or "common sense" (Murphy, 1968).
Aristotle also referred to two types of sensory information, incidental sensibilities and
common sensibilities. Some types of information about external stimuli could only be
ascertained by particular senses. A person could only determine the rhythm of a song through the
sense of hearing. Aristotle coined this particular type of sensory detection incidental sensibilities
(Viney, 1993). The second type of detection was common sensibilities. These were elements of
external stimuli that more than one sense could ascertain. Size, figure, number, and movement
represented some ofthese elements. Texture was also another applicable example. One can
determine that a blouse is velvet by feeling or by seeing the garment
In his book, De Anime, Aristotle proposed a structure of the soul (Viney, 1993). First, he
included the five senses, vision, hearing, touch, taste, and smell. Information from the senses
then made its way to the common sensorium (Murphy, 1968). Once there, the common

sensorium arranged the sensory information into cohesive and comprehendible experiences
(Leahey, 1980). The common sensorium also resulted in self-awareness (Leahey, 1980). If one
assumed that the common sensorium represented the mind or the brain, then the connection
between the common sensorium and self-awareness may relate to Descrutes' belief that the
ability to think constitutes existence (Descartes, 1998).0r, at the very least it allowed a person to
recognize their existence.
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Colnmon Themes: East Meets West

One theme that constantly emerges in philosophical thought is that of existence.
More specifically, the question asks: what is the determinant of life? Or, what constitutes
existence? In both of the discussions above, this question also surfaced. According to the Mere
Ideation School, a division of Buddhism, the eighth type of consciousness stayed with a person
on their journey of transmigration (Yu-Lan, 1983b). It was from this type of consciousness that
the other seven formed and developed. The eighth level of consciousness or alaya was also
referred to as the mind (Yu-Lan, 1983b). This school of thought also considered this type of
consciousness to produce everything. Furthermore, the seeds that alaya carried constituted the
"external" world, even though it stemmed from the mind. For instance, the natural wonders of
the world developed from the universal seeds that all alaya consciousnesses possessed. Also, the
tainted seeds produced the human body and senses. So, if all things materialized from the mind,
then the mind constitutes existence. Aristotle also drew a similar conclusion regarding the role of
the mind in existence. He noted that the common sensorium allowed people to be self-aware.
Additionally, it was the absence of the common sensorium at night when people slept that
resulted in their state of incognizance (Leahey, 1980). The common sensorium integrated the
information derived from the senses, a function usually attributed to the mind. Plato even stated
that the mind sees and hears (Our Debt, 42). So, under the assumption that the common

sensorium portrayed some portion of the mind, then Aristotle may have considered the human
mind as the source for self-awareness. So, in both geographic regions, philosophical thinkers
concluded that the mind, at the very least, shared some kind of association with existence, if not
produced it.
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Interestingly, another similarity
>

~~.~,;een both ;~gions was a mystical or supernatural

explanation of sensation and perception versus an empirical explanation. Both Plato and the
Mere Ideation school of thought provided explanations of sensation based on metaphysics.
Although, both philosophies formulated in contrasting parts of the world, they both espoused a
distinction between the perceptible world and the "true" world. For Plato, the Forms represented
the true world (Plato, 2006), while the untainted seeds led to the world of transcendence for the
Mere Ideation School (Yu-lan, 1983b). Within both philosophies, there were very little or no
explanations for the processes of sensation and perception. And, within the earlier discussion,
there were no explanations based on empiricism. Additionally, sensation and perception resulted
in negative and undesirable consequences. According to Plato's Theory of the Forms, the senses
deterred an individual from obtaining true knowledge (Plato, 2006). The Mere Ideation School
associated the senses and the external stimuli they detect with the wheel of transmigration (Yuian, 1983b). If one does not rid his iilaya of the tainted seeds, then he cannot achieve
transcendence. Instead, he will never leave the wheel of transmigration. Ultimately, both
philosophies assigned negative connotations to the senses. These perspectives accurately depict
the religious or spiritual explanations that contrast with empirical theories. Also, this contrast
represents the radical nature of the transition that occurred in philosophy that led to more
scientific thought.
As previously stated, the positions of Alcmaeon, and the Later Mohist School came
closer to modem conclusions about sensation and perception. Additionally, their approaches
incorporated aspects of the scientific method. Both philosophers identified a distinction between
detecting stimuli and interpreting it. According to the Later Mohist School of thought, when the
knowing faculty, or the mind, encountered the information transmitted through the senses, it
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"discusses" the stirnul us (Yu-lan, 1983a). Thr(mgh ·this· 'discussion the mind could know the
object and understand it. Here, the Later Mohists described the application of intellect to the
information delivered from the senses. It was this process that allowed humans to classify the
stimuli that they encountered. Alcmaeon supported this notion and cited it as primary distinction
between humans and other animals (Guthrie, 1962). Although the recognition of this distinction
may seem elementary or obvious, these thinkers challenged earlier concepts regarding the senses
and apprehended a concept that remains relevant in cognitive psychology. Another insightful
observation about the senses surfaced in the writings of Hsiin Tzu and Aristotle. Both
philosophers discussed senses that solely correspond with one type of stimuli. Aristotle referred
to this phenomenon as incidental senses (Viney, 1993), while Hsiin Tzu coined it the natural
senses. According to Hsiin Tzu, the ears could only detect sound while the nose can only detect
smell (Yu-lan, 1983a). Furthermore, Aristotle pointed out that stimuli my also possess qualities
that maybe detected by more than one sense. Ultimately, the similarities mentioned above
represent the collective contributions of various cultures and time periods to theories on
sensation and perception.
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Lifetime of
Confucius
551-479 B.C.

I

Lifetime of 1 ~·,:· _ Lifetime of
Mencius ' ,.
Chuang Tzu
372-289 B.C.
I
369-286 B.C.

Lifetin1e of Mo
Tzu
~
I

479-381 B.C.

I

"Hundred Schools" (P'eng
I

I

300 B.C.
-,

Later Mohist
School
300-215 .B.C.

Lifeti1ne of Hsiin · Lifetime of Tung
Tzu

590-6.17 A.D..

291-238 B.C.

Lifetime of Shen-

Lifetime of Ch'eng
Yi

Lifetime of Chang
Tsai

Lifetime of Chu
Hsi
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-
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Sui Dynasty

•

**Most dates are approximations (Yu-lan, 1983a; Yu-lan, 1983b)
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Ho1ner and Hesiod
flourished
8th Centurv B.C.

Heraclitus was likely
active durin£! this ti1ne

c.

Alc1naeon
flourished
580 B.C.

Socrates~

lifeti1ne

470 B.C.-399 B.C.

Pythagoras
flourished;
born

Anaximander
flourished

Leucippus
flourished

570 B.C.

560 B.C.

500 B.C.

Hippocrates~

De1nocritus
lifeti1ne

lifetime

1

450B.C.

460-377 B.C.

Plato born

1

Aristotle S lifetime

Epicurusl lifetime

Zeno of Citium
(founder of
Stoicisn1)

429-427 B.C.

384-347 B.C.

341-270 B.C.

333-262 B.C.

Marcus Aurelius~
Lifetime
**Most dates are approximations (Leahey, 1980; Robinson, 1976; Viney, 1993)

E1npedocles "
flourished ·_ :

Lifetime of
Diogenes the Cynic
324 B.C.

